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SEMI-ORIGINAL
This option is completely custom to your routine and your team; however, it simply means 

that we will have to pay our song catalog to use their songs in your mix. We work with THREE 
licensed song catalogs for our vocal and musical content on Semi-Original mixes, and you 

are welcome to choose the songs you like!
This mix package comes with a Release on our SoundCloud!

SEMI-ORIGINAL+
This option is also custom to your routine and your team. This just means that along with 

using content from the song catalogs, you will also have more original content 
(songs/music/beats your producer creates) and vocals. This could be anything from an 

original song or original dance in your mix.
***The amount of original content will vary per producer and available budget!***

This mix package also comes with a Release on our SoundCloud!

FULLY ORIGINAL
This option gives you a mix that is completely custom to your routine; however, your 
producer would create your mix with vocal and musical content he has used in Fully 

Original-X mixes from previous seasons, with some new vocal content throughout sections 
to be program and team specific. This mix package would be

created with 100% producer original content from their own personal catalogs, with zero 
content from our song catalogs used for Semi-Original and Semi-Original+ mixes.

This mix package comes with a NON-Lyric Video Release on our YouTube!

FULLY ORIGINAL-X
This option also gives you a mix that is completely custom to your routine; however, all of 

the vocal and musical content in this package are EXCLUSIVELY (X) created/produced for 
YOUR TEAM, and all content is owned by your producer themselves! This means no content 

of any kind from our licensed song catalogs because this content is completely exclusive and 
will not be used/heard with any other team for the season that you receive your mix! Your 

producer will work with the information you submit at the time of preproduction
(team information/bio, song suggestions, voiceover suggestions, etc.) and use this as 

inspiration to create vocal and musical content specifically geared towards you and your 
team, and truly capture your vision for the sound and vibe of your mix! This package is 

commonly chosen for World’s teams.
This mix package comes with a LYRIC Video Release on our YouTube!

*Due to the U.S. Copyright Licensing Restrictions, New Level Music does not use any mainstream music, 
cover songs of mainstream music, or remixes of mainstream music.
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